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Near edge x-ray absorption fine structure spectra have been measured at the carbon and nitrogen
K-edges of the prototypical aromatic molecule, pyrrole, both in the gas phase and when solvated in
water, and compared with spectra simulated using a combination of classical molecular dynamics
and first principles density functional theory in the excited state core hole approximation. The
excellent agreement enabled detailed assignments. Pyrrole is highly reactive, particularly in water,
and reaction products formed by the auto-oligomerization of pyrrole are identified. The solvated
spectra have been measured at two different temperatures, indicating that the final states remain
largely unaffected by both hydration and temperature. This is somewhat unexpected, since the
nitrogen in pyrrole can donate a hydrogen bond to water. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3223539�

I. INTRODUCTION

Only slightly soluble �47 g/l� in water,1 pyrrole is a very
weak base due to the partial delocalization of its nitrogen
lone pair electrons. It reacts via electrophilic substitution and
oligomerizes readily upon contact with light or air.2 As a
heterocyclic aromatic component of important macrocycles,
including hemes and chlorophyll, it is an important prototype
for detailed study. Here, we investigate pyrrole using x-ray
absorption spectroscopy �XAS� experiments and a promising
new theoretical formalism, seeking to explore the agreement
between theory and experiment, anticipating future studies of
similar, but more complex molecules.

The development of near edge x-ray absorption fine
structure spectroscopy �NEXAFS� of liquid microjets pro-
vided a useful new tool for characterizing the details of
solvation.3 NEXAFS probes the unoccupied molecular orbit-
als, which are highly sensitive to intermolecular
interactions.4,5 This new approach to the study of liquids is
yielding important insights into the behavior of aqueous sys-
tems, but the chemical information that can be extracted
from the measurements is currently limited by the available
theoretical methods for computing core-level spectra. Here,
we use the newly developed excited state core hole �XCH�
method, which allows for accurate calculations of XAS spec-
tra. This study provides a good test of the ability of XCH to
describe highly delocalized bonding systems, which are
problematic for the methods now commonly used.

NEXAFS spectra of water differ greatly upon changing
from solid to liquid to gas,5,6 as do those of glycine when
comparing the solid and gaseous forms to the form solvated
in water.3,7 However, these molecules exhibit strong intermo-

lecular interactions either via hydrogen bonding or by modi-
fying of their charge state, so large spectral changes are ex-
pected. In both microwave and theoretical studies of clusters
comprising one pyrrole and one water molecule, the N–H
group appears to interact exclusively with the water, prevent-
ing water from interacting with the ring.8,9 It has been known
for some time that the vibrational spectrum of the N–H bond
of pyrrole is redshifted when dissolved in liquid water versus
when in neat solution.10 Both these results imply that the
N–H group has strong intermolecular interactions with liquid
water. This makes pyrrole an interesting case, because the
ring carbons of pyrrole should interact with water in a man-
ner similar to those of benzene, whereas the N–H group can
interact strongly. It was previously thought that hydrophobic
solvation involved generating “icebergs” in water because
the hydrophobic solute would structure the water.11 This is
no longer believed to be the case, as deduced largely from
classical molecular dynamics �MD� simulations.11,12 How-
ever, such simulations are incapable of describing detailed
quantum effects, such as the extent of orbital mixing between
pyrrole and water, for which NEXAFS is a sensitive probe.13

Previous study of pyrrole has shown that its solid form has
very similar NEXAFS spectra to the inner shell electron en-
ergy loss spectroscopy �ISEELS� measurements of pyrrole in
the gas phase.14–17 This implies that in the solid, the orbitals
of pyrrole do not exhibit significant hybridization.

Pyrrole is known to be very reactive and previous stud-
ies observed particles of micron size in liquid pyrrole.18 It
polymerizes readily in the presence of a platinum electrode19

and has important autopolymerization properties for control-
ling the growth and properties of gold nanoparticles.20 In
fact, neat pyrrole is known to oligomerize readily when ex-
posed to either air or light.2 However, it will not react if
exposed to neither. Unfortunately, under realistic conditions,
pyrrole suffers exposure to stray light and air, leading to
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impure samples over time.21 This process is accelerated in
water at neutral pH. It is believed that in pH-neutral water,
the oligomerization proceeds by dimerizing, which, if then
repeated many times, would produce the polymer.22 This re-
activity of pyrrole is important for x-ray absorption studies
because, unlike in vibrational spectroscopy, spectral features
resulting from reaction products will overlap with the pure
pyrrole spectrum.

There are several methods of obtaining high-resolution
x-ray absorption spectra of liquids; in our case small jets of
water solutions ��30 �m� were windowlessly coupled to a
synchrotron beamline. An advantage of this method is that
the liquid is not affected by interactions with silicon nitride
windows; this is useful, as we want to probe the nitrogen
K-edge. Additionally, the solution is constantly renewed,
thereby avoiding sample damage.23 One of the biggest ad-
vantages is that the temperature can be easily controlled by
allowing the liquid to evaporatively cool.24 Furthermore, one
can easily obtain a sample of the vapor, enabling a direct
comparison of liquid and gas spectra.

In order to model the pyrrole spectra, density functional
theory �DFT� is used within the generalized gradient ap-
proximation �GGA�.25 DFT exhibited reasonable accuracy in
reproducing core level spectra via total energy differences
��SCF or �KS�.26 There are several methods of calculating
NEXAFS spectra,27,28 but we choose to model our system
using a full core hole and the associated lowest energy ex-
cited electron �XCH�.29,30 We represent the electronic struc-
ture using plane-waves in order to accurately describe local-
ized bound excited states and spatially extended Rydberg-
like states, as well as scattering states found above the
ionization potential �IP�. Linear recombinations of atomic
orbitals are often inadequate for describing such extended
states.28 We approximate the high energy continuous electron
density of states by using periodic boundary conditions and
numerically converging an integration over the first Brillouin
zone �BZ�. For extended states that span the supercell, an
accurate determination of the electronic density of states can
be achieved by such BZ sampling.31 We simulated the atomic
configurations of pyrrole both in the gas phase and aqueous
solution with classical MD. This method has the advantage
of capturing the impact of nuclear motion on the electronic
transition amplitude.32 We note that the same techniques
have been applied successfully to interpreting the spectra of
solvated amino acids.33

II. METHODS

A. Samples

Pyrrole was obtained commercially from Sigma-Aldrich,
with stated purities of at least 98%. All water used had a
resistivity of 18 M� /cm. Samples were used without fur-
ther purification. The pH of the solution was approximately 7
and the molecule is expected to be predominantly neutral at
this pH.34 The pKaH of pyrrole is approximately �4. The
concentration of the solution used was �0.5M. We note that
the sample was not fresh and may have undergone oligomer-
ization prior to our use.

B. NEXAFS spectroscopy of solvated and gaseous
pyrrole

Total electron yield �TEY� x-ray absorption spectra were
recorded at the carbon K-edge ��300 eV� and nitrogen
K-edge ��400 eV�. These measurements were performed at
Beamline 8.0.1 of the Advanced Light Source �ALS� at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in Berkeley, CA.
A detailed description of the experimental system
has been published previously.23 Briefly, an intense
��1011 photons /s�, high resolution �E /�E�4000� tunable
x-ray beam is generated from an undulator at the ALS. The
synchrotron light is then focused ��50 �m spot size� onto a
small liquid jet ��30 �m diameter� and the TEY is col-
lected to obtain spectra of the bulk liquid.5 The jet is pro-
duced by using a syringe pump �Teledyne-Isco� to pressurize
the liquid behind a fused silica capillary tip. The jet travels
parallel to the polarization of the incident radiation. Almost
immediately ��0.5 mm and �15 �s� after leaving the tip
orifice, the liquid is intersected by the x-ray beam, wherein
the sample is close to room temperature ��21.5�1.5 °C�.24

Additional measurements were taken downstream �2 cm�,
allowing the jet to evaporatively cool before being exposed
to the x-ray beam. The energy step size used was 0.1 eV in
all scans. The liquid jet is then condensed in a separate cryo-
genically cooled section of the chamber to maintain low
pressures ��10−4 torr� in the interaction region. In order to
collect a vapor spectrum, the jet is moved out of the x-ray
beam and a spectrum of the vapor present near the jet is
taken.

This approach provides several advantages over other
emergent methods for studying x-ray spectra of liquids. Typi-
cal pressures in the main experimental chamber are
�10−4 torr, but two differential pumping sections allow the
beamline to maintain ultra high vacuum �UHV� conditions
without using windows, which would limit the flux. Further-
more, sample damage is minimized by employing this con-
stantly renewing source. The low operating pressures permit
the use of sensitive charged particle detection as a function
of x-ray energy �i.e., action spectra�. The TEY is detected by
locating a small ��1 mm2� positively biased copper elec-
trode close ��5 mm� to the jet. The detected electron cur-
rent is amplified and converted to a voltage before being read
out by the beamline computer. The signal is normalized to
that from a gold mesh located �3 m up-beam of the cham-
ber. The energy is calibrated based on specific metal impuri-
ties located in the beamline optics and the spectra are area
normalized.

C. Calculations

Core-level spectra. Our theoretical approach has been
described previously.29,32 We employ periodic boundary con-
ditions using a plane-wave basis that is accurate for both
localized and delocalized states. The zone-center electronic
structure is calculated using the PWSCF code35 and norm-
conserving pseudopotentials. Core-hole matrix elements with
valence electrons were calculated by reconstructing the core
region of the excited atom for each pseudostate within the
atomic frozen core approximation. Transition amplitudes are
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estimated in the single-particle and dipole approximations;
excitations to states above the first excited state are approxi-
mated using the unoccupied Kohn–Sham eigenstates com-
puted from the XCH self-consistent potential. We use the
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhoff form of the generalized gradient
approximation to the exchange-correlation potential.36 These
calculations were performed on the Franklin supercomputer
at National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center .

Isolated pyrrole. Large simulation cells are used
��20 Å�3� to reduce spurious interactions between cells for
the isolated molecule and so as to be large enough to accu-
rately represent excited states below the IP. Approximately
100 Kohn–Sham eigenstates are used in constructing transi-
tion matrix elements. Due to the large box size, a large num-
ber of unoccupied states are needed in order to describe high-
energy transitions.

Solvated pyrrole. Significantly smaller cells
���13 Å�3� were sufficient to reduce the spurious interac-
tions between hydrated molecules. A single pyrrole molecule
was solvated by 81 water molecules under periodic boundary
conditions. Approximately 1000 Kohn–Sham eigenstates
are used to extend the spectra approximately 20 eV above
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital �LUMO� energy
�absorption onset�.

Molecular Geometry. Generally, core-level spectra of
isolated molecules are simulated within the fixed-nuclei
approximation,26 particularly for molecules in their vibra-
tional ground state. The lowest energy geometrical structure
is determined by minimizing the forces derived from the
Born–Oppenheimer Hamiltonian, a formalism which models
the electrons as quantum particles and the nuclei as classical
point charges. We generate spectra from this single molecu-
lar configuration for the isolated pyrrole molecule and these
are referred to herein as fixed-nuclei calculations.

Unfortunately, this will be inadequate to properly de-
scribe the intrinsic spectral broadening. A major source of
broadening is due to thermally excited vibrations and/or
zero-point motion of the molecule. These motions can lead to
new transitions and large shifting of transition energies.
Within the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, the effect of
such motions on the transition strength is known to first or-
der as the Herzberg–Teller effect.37 In order to account for
these effects, we modeled the nuclear degrees of freedom in
these molecules using MD performed at 300 K using a
Langevin thermostat, with the generalized AMBER force
field.38 The resulting distribution of nuclear coordinates was
sampled at 20 ps intervals to eliminate correlation between
snapshots. This was done for 100 snapshots for both the
isolated and solvated case of pyrrole. These coordinates we
subsequently used in DFT calculations which were by far the
most significant part of the computational cost.

All calculated spectra are numerically broadened using
Gaussians of 0.2 eV full width at half maximum �FWHM�.
Others often resort to ad hoc energy dependent broadening
schemes.39 We use this relatively small and uniform broad-
ening with the aim of simulating and distinguishing elec-
tronic and vibrational effects explicitly, thereby arriving at a
predictive computational approach.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Carbon K-edge

Figure 1 shows the carbon K-edge spectrum of pyrrole in
the gas phase measured using both ISEELS and
NEXAFS.14,17 Five major features have been identified in the
spectra �labeled 1–5�. Another feature has been reported pre-
viously in ISEELS studies at approximately 300 eV; how-
ever, the evidence for this feature, given the signal to noise
ratio, is not compelling. Furthermore, this feature is not evi-
dent in the NEXAFS data, indicating that it may be due to a
nondipole transition in ISEELS. Calculations for both fixed-
nuclei and MD sampled spectra are shown for comparison.
Carbon 1 �C1� refers to the two identical carbon atoms
bound only to other carbon atoms, whereas carbon 2 �C2�
refers to the two carbon atoms bound directly to the nitrogen
atom of pyrrole. The fixed-nuclei spectra are dotted lines,
while the average of 100 MD snapshots is shown as the solid
line, with a shading indicating one standard deviation. Cal-
culated spectra were aligned to the experimental IP of C2,
290.8 eV.14,17 The relative alignment of C1 and C2 is ob-
tained by total energy differences.32 The first feature was
originally believed to comprise two transitions, however,
higher resolution spectra17 and our high resolution NEXAFS
clearly show this feature to comprise at least three transi-

FIG. 1. Experimental carbon K-edge NEXAFS �green� and ISEELS �red
dotted� spectra of gaseous pyrrole with features labeled and a sketch of the
molecular structure. The carbons are labeled 1 and 2 to differentiate between
the calculated carbon spectra. The calculated carbon 1 fixed nuclei spectrum
is shown �blue dots� with the classical MD overlaid �red with shaded error
bars� and for carbon 2 the fixed nuclei spectra is shown �purple dots� with
the classical MD overlaid �orange with error bars�. The experimental
ISEELS are from Ref. 19 and the calculated spectra are aligned to the
experimental IP of carbon 2, which is shown, as well as that of carbon 1.
The calculated spectra are summed to give the total combined carbon
K-edge spectra shown as summed fixed nuclei �orange dotted� and the
summed MD spectra �purple�. The arrows indicate corresponding features
between theory and experiment.
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tions. The first two transitions within feature 1, centered at
285.7 and 286.2 eV, respectively, have been assigned as
1sC1→1���3b1� and 1sC2→1���3b1�. This is confirmed
by our most recent theoretical calculations. The difference in
peak positions corresponds to the difference in XPS binding
energy of 1.0 eV between the two carbons. The molecular
motions of the molecule substantially broaden these features
in theoretical calculations. In the case of carbon 1, the feature
is also substantially redshifted by motions of the molecule.
The underestimation of the bandwidth in DFT leads to spec-
tra that appear contracted with respect to experiment.29 The
third segment of feature 1, visible as a shoulder at approxi-
mately 287.1 eV, has previously been assigned to a combi-
nation of a �� /	� orbital transition from carbon 1;17 how-
ever, our DFT calculations did not reproduce this feature
with adequate intensity. The shift with respect to other fea-
tures is too large to be caused by vibrations. Although we do
calculate some electronic transitions in this energy range,
their spectral intensity is too weak to explain our observa-
tions �in good agreement with previous measurements and
calculations17�. Our hypothesis is that this feature arises from
chemical impurities. This will be discussed in more detail
later. Feature 2 was previously assigned to a feature from C2,
primarily involving a �� transition, in agreement with our
calculations. Feature 3 was never observed experimentally
before, but was predicted by earlier calculations.17 Our cal-
culations indicate that it is due to a superposition of transi-
tions, some of which involve 	� orbitals. It is primarily C2
that causes this feature; however, much of the associated
background intensity appears to come from C1. Features 4
and 5 are due to both carbons and have been assigned as due
to 	��C–N� and 	��C–C�, respectively.14,17 They are clearly
scattering features and one of the advantages of a plane wave
basis set is the ability to capture such scattering phenomena.
Gaussian orbital calculations would have difficulty reproduc-
ing either feature.

All of the principal observed spectral features are cap-
tured, except for a shoulder of feature 1. Our DFT calcula-
tions indicate that there are two types of transitions in this
energy range. Their assignment is in agreement with
previous configuration interaction quantum chemical
calculations.17 However, the spectral intensity of these fea-
tures is insufficient to reproduce the observed shoulder of
feature 1. Higher level GW-corrected DFT calculations �not
shown� were unable to reproduce the shoulder and, clearly,
even with the inclusion of molecular motions, we were un-
able to reproduce this feature within DFT �Fig. 1�. This in-
dicates that pyrrole is somehow different from isoelectronic
furan, whose shoulder region can be more accurately repro-
duced by electronic structure calculations.40

Thus there must be some other cause for the peak inten-
sity. We ruled out the possibility of pyrrole-pyrrole self-
interactions by examining the nonbonded dimer, consisting
of two weakly interacting pyrroles.41 Calculations indicate
that, if present, this complex does not provide sufficiently
intense signal in the shoulder region ��287.1 eV�, as is
shown in Fig. 2. There is literature precedent indicating the
dimerization of pyrrole in aqueous solutions, so this possi-
bility was investigated.2,22 It should be noted that this pro-

cess can occur merely upon exposure to light or air.21 We
believe that the pyrrole used in this study reacted while
stored in a bottle. If our interpretation is correct, this likely
happened as well in previous pyrrole studies.17 Our pyrrole
sample likely further reacted when placed in water, although
much of the oligomer concentration may actually have been
present before being added to water. When two pyrrole mol-
ecules are chemically bonded, as is shown at the top of Fig.
2, a strong shoulder develops on feature 1. In its lowest en-
ergy conformation, the dimer is planar, but thermal excita-
tions at room temperature should enable dihedral angles be-
tween the rings of up to �15°. The shoulder increases in
intensity as the molecule is twisted. The shoulder is due pri-
marily to the carbons that bond upon dimerizing, labeled 
 in
Fig. 2. The spectra of the trimer, as well as polypyrrole, were
also calculated in their vibrational ground states �within the
fixed-nuclei approximation�. The trimer consists of another
pyrrole ring binding to the dimer via the 
 carbons, which
could form due to subsequent reactions of the dimer in water.
If the process were continually repeated, the polymer would
be formed. As the oligomer chain grows longer, the shoulder
region grows more intense, primarily due to the carbons
bonding to other pyrrole rings. Due to this strong feature
emerging in oligomerized pyrroles, we can reliably ascribe
the shoulder found in the NEXAFS and ISEELS spectra to
chemically bonded pyrrole. We note that this feature may not
be caused solely by water. In earlier work in which pyrrole
was not dissolved in water, a similar, albeit slightly less in-
tense, shoulder was seen.17 It is likely that the chemical spe-

FIG. 2. Calculated carbon K-edge spectra of possible aggregation products
are shown. The calculated nonbonded dimer spectrum is shown in blue. The
structure of the chemically bonded dimer is shown at the top and its calcu-
lated spectrum is shown in both the flat conformation �orange� and when
twisted about the carbon-carbon bond formed upon dimerizing �red�. The
shoulder grows more intense for the trimer �green� and polypyrrole �yellow�.
The carbons labeled 
 give rise to the large subfeature also labeled 
.
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cies which make up the shoulder can form in pure liquid
pyrrole but will react even more rapidly when exposed to
liquid water.

For illustrative purposes, we show in Fig. 3 that when
the planar dimer is combined with the monomer in a 1:1
ratio, all the observed low energy features are obtained. In
reality, a mixture of chain lengths of pyrrole oligomers
would probably be present, as would more extensive molecu-
lar motions, which were not sampled here. Therefore, we are
unable to determine the fraction of pyrrole that actually oli-
gomerized. Our spectra should not be considered as quanti-
tative, but merely as an explanation of the origin of the
shoulder to feature 1. We note that this result indicates a
significant presence of oligomers. An oligomer-free sample
will require maintaining an air- and light-free environment
after purifying the pyrrole. However, for studies under aque-
ous solvation oligomerization is likely unavoidable due to
reactions with water.

Figure 4 displays two experimental carbon K-edge spec-
tra of fully solvated pyrrole taken at different temperatures
and theoretical calculations for the associated carbons, with
error bars corresponding to one standard deviation. The mea-
sured spectra look quite similar to that of the gas phase mol-
ecule and there is only a minor temperature dependence.
�Similar to the gas phase spectra, the shoulder at 287.1 eV is
found here as well.� In particular, the most intense part of the
first feature grows slightly with an increase in temperature.
This would indicate that there is less motion of the molecule
at higher temperature. However, we believe this should be
unlikely, perhaps due in part to normalizing over an energy
range that is too small. It is likely that there is extra intensity
outside of this energy range relative to the low temperature
spectra due to shifting of EXAFS peaks. This would cause
the corresponding low energy peaks to shrink in intensity.
Detector drift may also be a factor. The first feature is red-

shifted by �0.1 eV at lower temperature, but the measure-
ment step size was also 0.1 eV so this shift cannot be quan-
titatively determined. This shift in energy would likely
correspond to a slight change in solvation, as the change in
oligomerization should be minor between these two tempera-
tures. At higher temperature the water will likely solvate pyr-
role slightly differently than at lower temperature. Feature 3
disappears in the spectrum taken at �295 K, but reappears
to a small extent upon cooling to 275 K. This may be due to
increasing gas phase pyrrole background as one moves far-
ther down the jet to where the temperature is lower due to
evaporative cooling. The overall spectrum remains largely
invariant over the �20 °C temperature range.

Comparing the liquid spectra measured at 295 K to the
calculated liquid spectra, one reproduces the correct number
and location of features, and generally the proper form of the
spectra. Feature 1 still lacks the observed shoulder, since
auto-oligomerization was not included in the solvated simu-
lations, and feature 3 disappears in the simulated spectra, as
found experimentally. The calculations correctly predict the
blueshift of the large fourth feature relative to that of the gas
phase spectrum. By including a large number of unoccupied
states in the solvated calculations, the fifth feature could also
be accurately reproduced. This was not done in the gas phase
calculations and therefore the fifth feature was not as well
resolved for that case. When the calculated solution phase
spectra are aligned with the calculated gas phase spectra,

FIG. 3. Experimental carbon K-edge NEXAFS �light green� and ISEELS
�red dotted from Ref. 19� spectra of gaseous pyrrole. A 1:1 mixture of the
flat pyrrole dimer and the pyrrole monomer �black� captures all the low
energy features observed experimentally.

FIG. 4. Experimental carbon K-edge NEXAFS of solvated pyrrole at
�295 K �light green� and �275 K �dark green� with features labeled and a
drawing of the molecule. The carbons are labeled 1 and 2 to differentiate
between the calculated carbon edges. The calculated carbon spectra are ob-
tained from classical MD at 300 K. The carbon 1 spectra are shown �blue
with error bars� as are the carbon 2 spectra �red with error bars�. The spectra
are summed to give the total combined carbon K-edge spectrum �purple�.
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there is remarkably little difference between the two. Feature
3 disappears, feature 1 broadens slightly, and feature 4 blue-
shifts upon condensation. We speculate that the changes to
feature 4 arise from the fact that the scattering states of the
isolated molecule must be orthogonal to surrounding water
states when solvated, thereby increasing their kinetic energy.

We note that we have not calculated the spectra of the
oligomerization products of pyrrole in water due to compu-
tational expense. However, given the large similarity be-
tween the calculated spectra of pyrrole in the liquid and the
gas, we feel we can assume that the measured spectral
changes due to products of auto-oligomerization are roughly
identical between both liquid and gas. This is not surprising,
since in our measurements the gas phase is sampled directly
from the vapor in the vicinity of the liquid jet and this should
be similar in composition. The reaction should occur in wa-
ter, although due to the large time the solution must rest in
the pump.

The carbon K-edge spectrum of solid pyrrole has previ-
ously been measured.15 Unfortunately, the resolution of that
experiment was quite low �0.8 eV� and, for this reason, it is
difficult to discern changes due to solidification of the pyr-
role and those due simply to the low resolution of the experi-
ment. However, the spectrum is extremely similar to the gas
phase ISEELS data �feature 1 can be described by two
Gaussians, unlike the higher resolution NEXAFS data�;
feature 3 would not be visible due to the low resolution.
Features 2, 4, and 5 are similar to the ISEELS data. The
FWHM of the first feature in the solid is similar to that of the
gas phase ISEELS data. We note that the solid may have
contained chemical impurities as well.

The effects of solvation on the carbon K-edge NEXAFS
spectra of pyrrole are relatively minor, comprising a small
shift in location of a 	� feature �feature 1� and the disappear-
ance of a small feature �feature 3, which is also 	� feature�.
The transition underlying feature 3 is to a large spatially
extended state around the molecule in the gas phase; how-
ever, in the liquid, there are neighboring water molecules
interacting with the aromatic ring. Therefore, the disappear-
ance of this feature is due directly to the ability of nearby
water orbitals to mix with the relevant high-energy molecular
orbitals of pyrrole. This has been referred to as Rydberg
quenching.13 In summary, our theoretical spectra correctly
predict the subtle shift in feature locations and the disappear-
ance of feature 3 upon solvation, providing an encouraging
benchmark for XAS theory.

B. Nitrogen K-edge

The experimental and theoretical calculations for the ni-
trogen K-edge of gas phase pyrrole are presented in Fig. 5.
These data were shown in a different format in previous
work.29 The calculated theoretical spectra are aligned to the
experimental IP at 406.1 eV. The ISEELS data were taken
previously and are similar to the experimental NEXAFS va-
por spectra.14,16,17 The large first feature, feature 1, has been
assigned to a nitrogen 1s→1���3b1� feature. The second
feature, feature 2, has been variously assigned to a combina-
tion of transitions including those to the nitrogen 4p state

and a variety of 	� features, including 	��C–N� and
	��C–H�. The high energy resonance, feature 3, at 412 eV
has been assigned to a 	��C–C� resonance.14 Our calculated
spectra are shown on the same figure, the dotted line depict-
ing the spectra calculated with the fixed-nuclei approxima-
tion and the solid line depicting the spectra calculated with
the average of 100 MD snapshots, with one standard devia-
tion shaded. The first two features broaden and weaken in
intensity by sampling a variety of snapshots. The first two
features of the experimental spectrum are well reproduced in
the gas phase calculations. We note that the second major
feature is caused by a variety of resonance states, in agree-
ment with previous assignments, which have large spatial
extent. Unlike the carbon K-edge, the nitrogen K-edge spec-
trum is largely unaffected by the oligomerization of pyrrole.
The flat dimer, trimer, and polypyrrole spectra are similar to
the monomer spectrum �not shown�.

The spectra for pyrrole solvated in water are shown in
Fig. 6. The experimental spectra are taken at two different
temperatures, �295 and �275 K. It is worth noting that the
spectra exhibit almost no change with temperature. The spec-
trum of pyrrole solvated in water was calculated, with the
shaded error bar corresponding to one standard deviation
over the 100 sampled snapshots. This calculation agrees well
with experiment, accurately reproducing all three features.

The experimental liquid and gas phase spectra of the
nitrogen K-edge exhibit features that remain largely unal-
tered upon being solvated by water. It is surprising that the
orbitals appear to mix so little, particularly in light of the
previous work on clusters, which predicted an effect similar
to charge-transfer-to-solvent for the highest occupied mo-
lecular orbital to LUMO transition.9 A large spectral change

FIG. 5. Experimental nitrogen K-edge NEXAFS �green� and ISEELS �red
dotted� spectra of gaseous pyrrole and calculated fixed nuclei �purple
dashed� and classical MD �blue with error bars� spectra of pyrrole with
features labeled and the molecule studied pictured. The average spectrum
for classical MD is shown in darker colors and one standard deviation is
shown as a lightly shaded line for the classical MD spectra. The experimen-
tal IP is shown as a vertical line. The experimental ISEELS is from Ref. 19.
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is not observed in solvated pyrrole in the x-ray region despite
the nitrogen interacting with water. Upon solvation, the first
feature redshifts �.3 eV and the FWHM broadens from 0.9
to 1.0 eV. The second major feature is largely unaffected by
solvation, which is somewhat surprising, as this is a scatter-
ing feature and should be sensitive to molecular interactions.
However, the geometry of the molecule could be largely un-
affected by solvation and the energy of a scattering feature is
largely dependent on intramolecular bond lengths. It is pos-
sible that the lack of feature movement could be a conse-
quence, despite the large spatial extent of the scattering
state.42 The third feature is also largely unaffected by solva-
tion. A comparison to solid pyrrole is quite difficult due to
low resolution at the nitrogen K-edge beyond mentioning
that the three major features are still intact, meaning that in
the solid the underlying states remain largely unchanged.15

The alignment used in the case of the solid was merely to
align the solid spectra with the gas spectra from the litera-
ture, so discussing relative feature shifts is impossible.15 The
overall background at high energy is larger in the solid and
the ratio of feature 1 to feature 2 is similar to what was
calculated for the solution.

The theoretical calculations show changes between the
condensed and gaseous spectra similar to what is found ex-
perimentally. If feature 2 is used as the alignment between
the computed and experimental spectra for solvated pyrrole,
the first feature redshifts by. 3 eV upon condensing, and fea-
ture 1 widens by 1 eV at FWHM, both identical to experi-
ment. All the features lack the proper width, however, due to
DFT systematic underestimation of the bandwidth.32

While the carbons in pyrrole are somewhat hydrophobi-
cally solvated, the hydrogen bonded to the nitrogen should
hydrogen-bond with water. In our classical MD simulation,

the mean distance between that hydrogen and the nearest
oxygen of water is 2.34 Å with a standard deviation of 0.36
Å. Although no new electronic transitions are introduced in
the region of the first spectral feature at 402.4 eV, the inter-
actions with water can cause this feature to shift in energy,
explaining why the feature is so broad when pyrrole is sol-
vated. This same effect also leads to the apparent redshift.
This antibonding orbital delocalizes to a small extent and
hybridizes with the orbitals of nearby water molecules,
which lowers the transition energy and, due to conforma-
tional variations, broadens the feature. The second feature
exhibits no change upon solvation, as predicted theoretically.
Scattering features such as feature 2 are believed to be highly
sensitive to intramolecular distances, which should not
change much upon solvation or temperature.42

Finally, we describe the orbital mixing between water
and pyrrole. This leads in part to the decrease in intensity of
feature 1 observed upon solvation. The two transitions that
contribute to feature 1, the LUMO and LUMO+1, are sepa-
rated by �0.02 eV in the gas phase. Shown in Fig. 7 are the
LUMO and LUMO+1 of pyrrole with a core hole on the
nitrogen atom. These are dramatically changed upon solva-
tion. It appears in fact that the bare LUMO+1 corresponds to
the solvated LUMO and the solvated LUMO+1 corresponds
to the bare LUMO. The solvated LUMO+1 shows a particu-
larly large amount of mixing with the water. This lowers the
intensity of this transition and therefore the intensity of the
first feature relative to that of the isolated molecule. In con-
trast, for the isolated molecule, the bare LUMO extends out
from the N–H bond into the vacuum. Hence, solvation does
not alter the states enough to cause new spectral features to
appear, but it does cause state reordering and the changing of
spectral intensities.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The solvation of pyrrole by water was shown, perhaps
surprisingly, to have only minor effects on the NEXAFS

FIG. 6. Experimental nitrogen K-edge NEXAFS spectra of pyrrole solvated
in water at �295 K �orange� and �275 K �yellow� and a calculated spec-
trum at 300 K of the solvated molecule from classical MD �green with error
bars� with features labeled. The average spectrum for classical MD is shown
in darker colors, with one standard deviation lightly shaded.

FIG. 7. Isosurfaces are shown for the LUMO and LUMO+1 of the excited
state of pyrrole with and without water, corresponding to 30% of the total
integrated value. The nitrogen atom is at the top of the pyrrole molecule in
each of these images. These are the transitions that cause the intense first
feature of the nitrogen K-edge of pyrrole. Part of the reason this feature
decreases in intensity upon solvation is due to the mixing of the solvated
LUMO+1 with the surrounding water molecules. Such mixing is not as
strong in the case of the solvated LUMO.
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spectra and hence on the electronic structure of this proto-
typical aromatic molecule. The nitrogen K-edge spectrum of
pyrrole exhibits only slight changes with solvation in water
when compared to the gas phase spectrum. There is a notice-
able redshifting of several features, as predicted by theoreti-
cal calculations, and attributed to interactions between the
N–H group and the neighboring water molecules. The spec-
tral features themselves remain largely intact, as found pre-
viously for the solid.

The carbon K-edge spectrum is complicated by and also,
we assert, by oligomerization of pyrrole. The calculated gas
phase spectrum generally has the correct form, although it
underestimates the width of the prominent first feature. A
shoulder on this feature is attributed to the oligomerization of
pyrrole, which our calculations �as well as previous calcula-
tions� have been unable to reproduce, when considering only
monomeric pyrrole. We investigate several candidate chemi-
cal species that could contribute to this spectral feature and
conclude that the fraction of carbons that reacted is signifi-
cant.

Generally, excellent agreement between our observed
spectra and those calculated with the XCH method was
found. This is an encouraging step in the search for a truly
predictive theory of core-level spectra of complex molecules
in solution.
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